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IThisinvention relates-toan advertising device vided‘with extensions 8; forming-‘frames '9?=a;bo'vei 
combined with. a, depository cabinet havingi'par- and’ parallel to the- front wall ‘ofrthe letter‘ box; 
ticular reference to‘ astructure which isv suitable and having guideWayS l0 fer Panels ltremev?bly‘ 
in. design-rand utility features to be locatedin ‘a inserted on-the front and-above the‘ letterib‘oxi 
Public place, ason the public sidewalk in a city, 5‘ Similar frames may be‘provided at the back'io? 
e- gt a, postal letter box,’ and more particularly the letter box. 1 ' " i ' ' ~ 

tov a construction providing exchangeable adver- Theextensiens 4; ai'f'mme'si; 9, and P51118181; 
tisi‘ng. means» at the. outside of“ the device. ' ,l t ‘C‘Onstitllte ‘eempattment'sf l2", ' I‘3’Fadja6ent‘ to‘ 

In most of the structures of this type hitherto theside Walls and on- the top‘ of‘ the‘ letter-115cm: 
known a-box-like hoodiisuattached to the top- of 10 Said‘eempeil‘tmehts-el‘e‘epen at‘the- tbphandecov-t 
the letter box, said hood carrying all the adver- ere‘dfby‘a detachable’ hood-‘l4’. thecom 
tising means to be combined with the letter box. pail‘tmehts‘ I2, I31 illuminating mee'hsueueh'ilas me" 

It is an object of this invention to use not only eehdeseeht 19131158501‘ neona tubes-"ll-r?‘ai‘ieiprm’iuhd 
the space above the letter box for advertising ipur- whereby the advertisements 0n the Panels ‘can he 
poses but also the space adjacent to the side 15 made clearly ViSihle during the night 
Walls. The compartments l2, l3 may also be used for 
Another object of the invention is to provide the arrangement of any Optical 01‘ acoustical de 

compartments adjacent to the top and side Walls Vices, Such 3'5 talking machines 01' television de 
at the outside of the letter box, adapted to re— Vices, projecting pictures on the panels 7, ll 01‘ 
ceive exchangeable transparent or translucent 20 emitting Sound Waves Which may pass through 
panels showing advertisements, and illuminated holes '6 provided in Said panels. 
by illuminating means placed in these compart- The hood M is Composed of a central part '1 
ments. and exterior parts l8 articulated at said central 

It is a further object of the invention to con- Part by hinges IS. The exterior part8 '8 are 81' 
struct the combined advertising device and let- 25 ranged in the path of the removable panels 1, ll. 
ter box as a single unit in which the carrier of and present doors which allow the access to the 
the advertising means and the letter box are panels and the exchange 0f the Same when turned 
made of one piece simplifying thereby the manu- upwardly- Therefore, the panels may be 1'6 
facture and reducing the dimensions of the de- moved from or inserted into the frames without 
vice to aminimum. 30 removing the hood I4. The parts I8 are held in 
The foregoing and other objects of the inven. closing position by bolts .20 which are rotatably 

tion will be apparent from the following descrip- mounted at the inside of the hood '4 around an 
tion of an embodiment thereof illustrated in the axis normal to the Surface of said hood. Any 
accompanying drawings in which; well known locking device having a key hole (in 

Fig, 1 is a perspective View of the letter box 35 dicated at 2|) leading to the outside of the hood 
provided with the advertising device according may be provided to rotate the bolts 20 Parallel 
to the invention; to the surface of the hood and to allow thereby 

Fig. 2 is a front view, partly in section of a the opening movement of the ‘Part5 '8 
unit constructed according to the invention, and The letter box I’ the extensions 4’ 8, and the 

Fig. 3 is a horizontal section taken on the line 40 frames 5, ‘3 constitute a unit consisting of a single 
3—3 of Fig. 2. piece the manufacture of which is relatively inex 
Referring to the drawings, l is a, letter box pensive, and permits the use of a maximum of 

of usual construction, 2 is a door provided in the advertising panels within a relatively small space 
front wall, and 3 an opening in the front Wall oi he Well as the arrangement of a relatively great 
the letter box for the introduction of letters or ‘15 number of different devices in the compartments 
other matters to be mailed. Within said unit. 
The side Walls of the letter box I are provided The construction of the letter box may further 

at their outside withv extensions 4, said extensions be improved by the provision of a Safety device 
forming frames 5 which are parallel to the side protecting the content of the letter hex from 
walls of the letter box. Grooves 6 in the vertical 50 theft. This device consists of needles 22 the 
members of said frames serve as guides for trans- heads of Which are mounted on a I'Od 23 ?xed ‘at 
parent or translucent panels 1 which show the the inside of the letter box I along the upper 
advertisements and which are inserted and re- border of the opening 3 for the introduction of 
moved on top of the frames. letters or the like. The length of the needles 22 
The upper wall of the letter box I is also pro- 55 is greater than the distance between the upper 
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and lower border of the opening 3. The needles 
22 may freely swing around the rod 23 and form 
a curtain behind the opening 3 which threatens 
to wound anybody who would try to penetrate 
with his ?ngers through the opening 3. 
While I have shown and described a preferred 

embodiment of my invention, I do not wish to be 
understood as limiting myself to the speci?c struc 
ture shown and described but intend to claim my 
invention as broadly as may be permitted by the 
state of the prior art and the scope of the ap 
pended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A combined postal mailbox and advertising 

device consisting of, ?rst, a mailbox of usual shape, 
comprising a container for mail; second, com 
partments provided outside of said mailbox adja 
cent to the four side walls of the same; two of 
said compartments being formed partly by walls 
of the mailbox and partly by frames integral with 
said mailbox and formed by extensions projecting 
laterally and upwardly from two opposite side 
walls of the mailbox; third, of exchangeable ad 
vertising panels removably inserted in said com 
partments, said panels being preferably trans 
parent to be illuminated by appropriate means 
placed in said compartments; fourth, a detach 
able hood covering the mailbox and all the com 
partments surrounding said mailbox, said hood 
being provided with doors, each of them situated 
in the path of one of the compartments carrying 
the exchangeable advertising panels, thereby per 
mitting easy exchange of the same. 
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2. In the combined device as de?ned in claim 1, 
said detachable hood shaped like a pyramid, 
comprising a central part forming the top of the 
pyramid and exterior parts articulated at said 
central part, said exterior parts being arranged 
in the path of the compartments surrounding the 
mailbox and resting with their outer borders on 
the upper borders of said compartments forming 
doors and giving access to the panels arranged in 
the compartments when turned upwardly. 
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